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Abstract

Nonlinear extended MHD simulations of decaying spheromaks are studied using the NIMROD code
[1]. This work investigates three extended models to see if they can explain an observed 40% discrepancy
between temperatures measured in SSPX discharges and previous simulation[2]. The first model uses a
resistive MHD Ohm’s law but evolves the electron and ion temperatures separately. The second model
uses a single-temperature evolution but includes ion gyro-viscosity and a 2-fluid Ohm’s law. The third
model combines the 2-fluid effects with separate-temperature evolution. The models are compared against
a single-temperature resistive MHD model. The combined model predicts the greatest transient electron
temperature of 84eV , about 35eV colder than measured in experiment[3]. The combined model undergoes
cyclical sawtooth events, and is colder than the resistive MHD models for most of the simulation. The
2-fluid model that uses a single-temperature evolution is limited to an electron temperature of 66eV . The
separate-temperature resistive MHD model result is similar to the single-temperate MHD result, and has
a peak electron temperature of 71eV .

1 Introduction

The Sustained Spheromak Physics Experiment (SSPX) is the highest performing spheromak to-date, reach-
ing peak electron temperatures of 500eV[4][5]. SSPX uses electrostatic coaxial helicity injection to form
the spheromak, and then sustain it against resistive decay. Resistive MHD simulations of SSPX using the
NIMROD code[1] have been useful in understanding the behavior of SSPX discharges. Simulations show that
during the strongly driven formation phase, large fluctuations prohibit the formation of flux surfaces, but
when the drive is turned down the fluctuations decay and good flux surfaces form[6]. It is during this quies-
cent sustained decay phase that peak electron temperatures are observed in experiment and simulation[3].
Quantitatively, the simulations under-predict the peak electron temperature by up to 40% [2]. An exten-
sive parametric study of various input parameters (including viscosity, artificial number density diffusivity,
spatial resolution, effective ion charge, etc) could not resolve this discrepancy, suggesting that physics not
included in the resistive MHD model may be important in understanding the temperature evolution of SSPX
spheromaks[2].

This study considers two physical mechanisms that may explain the discrepancy. The first model includes
2-fluid effects contained in a 2-fluid Ohm’s law and gyro-viscous stresstensor. The 2-fluid effects are known
to have a stabilizing effect on interchange modes[7], and by neglecting these effects, the resistive MHD model
may be underestimating the stability of SSPX spheromaks, leading to an overall colder plasma. The second
model considered in this study allows the electron and ion temperatures to decouple. During the quiescent
periods the spheromak is primarily heated via Ohmic heating, which heats the electrons. The electrons then
heat the ions through a collisional thermal equilibration. At 500eV the collisional equilibration time is ≈ 7ms
whereas typical SSPX discharges only last a few ms. Because the laboratory Thomson scattering diagnostic
measures Te, the long equilibration time may influence comparison with single-temperature modeling.

2 Methods

The NIMROD code is used to evolve nonlinear fluid equations for number density (n), plasma velocity (~V ),
temperature (T ), and magnetic field ( ~B). Transport coefficients are calculated for a hydrogen plasma with
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a density of n = 5.0 × 1019m−3. The single-temperature resistive MHD and 2-fluid models use parallel
and perpendicular thermal diffusivities of χ‖ = 387T 5/2m2/s and χ⊥ = 0.50 < T >1/2 / < B >2 based on
electrons and ions respectively. The separate-temperature MHD and 2-fluid models evolve separate equations
for the electron and ion temperatures. They use electron thermal diffusivities of χ‖e = 387T 5/2m2/s and
χ⊥e = 0.039 < T >1/2 / < B >2 and ion diffusivities of χ‖i = 15.6T 5/2m2/s and χ⊥i = 0.50 < T >1/2 / <

B >2. The electrical diffusivity is η/µ0 = 411 < T >−3/2 m2/s. Here <> represent an average over the
toroidal direction. The separate-temperature models apply the Ohmic heating to the electrons. A uniform
electron-ion collisional thermal equilibration rate of νei = 4.1× 104s−1, calculated assuming a 15eV plasma,
is used to heat the ions. The 2-fluid models include a gyro-viscous stresstensor in the velocity advance:
Πgv = mipi

4eB [b̂×W · (I + 3b̂b̂)− (I + 3b̂b̂) ·W × b̂] where W = ∇V +∇V T − 2
3I∇·V . The 2-fluid models use a

2-fluid Ohm’s law that includes the Hall term, electron pressure, and electron inertia. An isotropic viscosity
of 2000m2/s and artificial number diffusivities and hyper-diffusivities of 200m2/s and 10m4/s respectively
are used to provide numerical stability and keep the number density positive throughout the simulation.

These simulations use a previously studied current pulse that approximates the early SSPX discharge
series 4620-4662[6]. The spheromak is formed by linearly increasing the injector current from 0 to 400kA
at t = 0.08ms. The injector current is then maintained at 400kA until t = 0.12ms when the guns are
turned off and the spheromak is allowed to freely decay until a second sustainment pulse of 200kA is applied
from t = 0.5ms to t = 2.0ms. For computational convenience single-temperature resistive MHD is used to
simulate the computationally expensive formation phase and the beginning of the free decay phase. The
extended models are turned on at t = 0.148ms when fluctuations are small and flux surfaces begin to form.

A 24×48 bicubic finite element mesh is used represent the poloidal cross section of the SSPX flux conserver
and part of the gun region. The toroidal direction is represented by 6 Fourier modes (n = 0 − 5). Current
injection is modeled by applying a toroidal magnetic field along the exterior boundary of the gun. During
the formation and sustained decay phases, when current is being injected, the heat is removed along the
bottom row of elements in the gun to prevent an artificial hot thermal boundary layer from short circuiting
the gun.

3 Results

Figure 3 shows the temperature evolution for each of the models during the free decay and sustained decay
phases of the simulation. The temperatures plotted are the hottest temperatures observed in the φ = 0
poloidal cross-section at each time slice. The single-temperature resistive MHD simulations reach a peak
temperature of 74eV in agreement with earlier work [6]. The separate-temperature resistive MHD simulation
behaves qualitatively similar to the single-temperature simulation and reaches a peak electron temperature
of 72eV and a peak ion temperature of 72eV .

During free decay phase, prior to the application of the sustainment pulse, the 2-fluids simulations
experience a larger decay of magnetic flux than the MHD simulations. During the single-temperature MHD
simulation the flux decays from 58mWb at 0.12ms to 37mWb at 0.5ms. The separate-temperature MHD
simulation’s flux decays to 38mWb. The single and separate temperature 2-fluid simulations decay to a
fluxes of 29mWb and 32mWb respectively.

The single-temperature 2-fluid simulation performs poorly compared to the resistive MHD simulations.
Shortly after the application of the sustainment pulse a large n = 3 mode appears rapidly cooling the
simulation to 35eV . Following the crash the spheromak reheats but the q-profile transitions from a traditional
spheromak profile to a monotonic profile. As shown in figure 2, following the crash the magnetic energies
of all the perturbed modes n = 1 − 5 increase in time and become large by the end of the simulation. The
spheromak undergoes a series of small instabilities and the peak electron temperate is limited to 66eV .

The separate-temperature 2-fluid simulation reaches a peak electron temperature of 84eV and peak
ion temperature of 80eV . However, during most of the sustained decay phase the full model is colder
than the resistive MHD models. Like the single-temperature 2-fluid simulation the separate-temperature
simulation undergoes a large n = 3 crash shortly after the application of the sustainment pulse. Unlike the
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Figure 1: The temperature evolution during the free and sustained decay phases for 1-T MHD (dark blue),
1-T 2-fl (red) 2-T MHD Te (brown) Ti(light blue), and 2-T 2-fl Te (yellow) Ti (Green)

other simulation, upon recovery the q-profile retains reversed shear, and undergoes a series of large cyclical
sawtooth events that are driven by n = 3 and n = 4 magnetic fluctuations, see figure 2.

4 Discussion

None of the extended models reproduce the peak electron temperatures of 120eV observed in SSPX discharges
4620 − 4662. The full model that uses the 2-fluid Ohm’s law and separate-temperature evolution achieves
transient electron temperates of 84eV , a full 10eV hotter than the resistive MHD simulations but 35eV
colder than the measured values. Including separate-temperature evolution for the electrons and ions has a
minimal effect when the resistive MHD Ohm’s law is used, but a significant effect when the 2-fluid Ohm’s
law is used.

The resistive MHD simulations undergo n = 4 tearing late in the sustained decay, and the separate-
temperature 2-fluid simulation undergoes n = 3 sawtoothing periods. To fully and accurately simulate these
modes higher-order harmonics should be included. Additionally a conservative thermal equilibration rate is
used for the separate-temperature simulations. At the peak simulated temperatures, this rate is 10 times
too rapid. Also the discharges modeled are early discharges in the SSPX history, and are not representative
of the highest performing discharges which had larger fluxes, hotter temperatures, and longer quiescent
phases. During these discharges, the thermal equilibration is an additional order of magnitude slower, and
the temperature difference between ions and electrons is expected to be more pronounced. The motivation for
including 2-fluid effects is primarily due to their stabilizing effects, however these particular MHD simulations
do not undergo the large resonant instabilities observed in other simulations. The more rapid decay of flux
during the free decay phase, likely explains poorer stability exhibited by the 2-fluid simulations during the
sustained decay. Whether 2-fluid or separate-temperature effects influence stability and confinement in the
more recent, higher-performance SSPX discharges requires further study.
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Figure 2: Time evolution of the magnetic energy for the 2-fluid single temperature simulation (left) 2-fluid
separate temperature simulation (right).
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